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Abstract. Internet of Things (IoT) is a remarkable innovation where
all the physical articles are associated over the web and are dispensed
with a unique self-recognizing capacity to find other potential items to
transmit information. However, the secure communication is a challenge
among the IoT devices and detecting the compromised node form net-
work is also difficult. In this paper, a key based communication model
with different user groups has been proposed. To communicate among
the user groups a gateway node is selected from the IoT nodes. For this
model, we adopted a combinatorial BIBD (Balanced Incomplete Block
Design) which offers unique and few keys to the IoT nodes. It is also
possible that the selected gateway device or any IoT device can be com-
promised which hampers the efficiency of the network as well as com-
munication data. To detect that compromised node we use a blockchain
based solution mainly bitcoin’s proof-of-work is further used to provide
more security to the key-distribution technique with its decentralization
property at the same time it provides immutability and strong crypto-
graphic verification. We experimented the proposed model and found out
the efficiency by compromising random nodes of the network in terms of
resiliency. To make the deployment unique hash values for each device
was found and updated at the gateway node or blockchain miners so
that we can match to the hash values with any compromised hash value
whenever there is a change in the node attributes.

Keywords: Cloud · Fog · Blockchain · Secure communication · Block
design.

1 Introduction

The integration of Internet of Things (IoT) with cloud and fog computing makes
people’s life simpler. The term IoT implies the interconnection of various physical
objects or “things” such as laptops, mobile phones etc. These devices are also
termed as IoT nodes. By this time there are billions to trillions of IoT devices
communicating for different purposes and producing a huge amount of data.
Cloud plays an important role to process and analyze these huge amounts of
data. In order to process and analyze the data, we need the help of cloud. Cloud
gives us the option of renting storage infrastructure and computing services [1].
For any minimum computation requirements, data packet travel from the IoT
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devices to cloud is always costly in terms of network latency, immediate devices
response time etc. Therefore, to bring cloud services closer to the end-users such
as IoT nodes, a new layer called ’Fog’ has been introduced a few years back [2].
Figure 1 depicts the logical relation between IoT, fog and cloud. As the usage of

Fog Node Fog Node Fog NodeFog Node

Fig. 1. IoT-fog-cloud network.

IoT devices is increasing in different application areas to smoothing of daily life,
threats to IoT nodes are also increasing. Currently, transferring data securely
is a major challenge, in IoT-fog-cloud platform [3]. It affects the network by
compromise IoT node(s) in the network, slow down the communication speed,
tampers the data by malicious node etc. [4]. In order to prevent these issues,
a secure key based combinatorial BIBD model and a blockchain based solution
is adopted. With respect to the BIBD model parameters, we shaped distinctive
user groups, which consist of a fixed number of IoT devices under fog nodes.

The blockchain is essentially an append-only data structure that records all
the activities in transactions and creates an immutable and distributed ledger of
blocks when all participants in the peer-to-peer network agree without requiring
trust on a central authority. In blockchain network nodes do not trust each other
because it has the ability to tolerate Byzantine failure. Each block in blockchain
is packed with many transactions and consists of a time-stamp or nonce, senders
and receivers keys, ids, communication message, device registration date, re-
sources and those required for authentication with a link to its predecessor via
a cryptographic pointer, which forms a blockchain. The blockchain starts ex-
panding from the genesis block, which is usually hard coded and doesn’t have
any references to the previous block. After this whenever the transactions start
they are collected in blocks, which are found by the special nodes of the network
called miners in a certain time period (ten minutes for bitcoin blockchain). To
mine a valid block the miners have to follow different consensus techniques like
Bitcoins Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Stake (PoS), Proof-of-Authority (PoA)
etc. After reaching to a consensus the block is broadcast to other nodes in the
network for validation. If all the nodes find that the block is a valid one, then it
is added to the blockchain. The concept of blockchain is shown in Fig 2.
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Fig. 2. Blockchain working principle.

1.1 Our contribution

The contribution of the paper is two fold:

i. Firstly, a key based communication model using Balanced Incomplete Block
Design (BIBD) to secure communication among the IoT devices in a same
user group and gateway node selection technique to communicate between
two user groups.

ii. Secondly, if one or more IoT node is compromised after deployment of the
network, then to identify the compromised node(s), a blockchain based so-
lution has been proposed. Here, we adopted bitcoin’s proof of work for the
same.

Table 1. Notations Used
Notation Description Notation Description

p Total number of fog nodes b Number of blocks or IoT nodes.

s Total number of Symbols r Repetition of each symbol

v Total number of Symbols selected k Length of Key

λ Length of repetition. Sfp Symbol set for pth fog node

w, x jth key of ith fog node y, z nth key of mth fog node

fpkeyb bth node of pth fog node. Ugi ith user group under fog node.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the literature that
we have reviewed. Section 3 discusses the proposed model. Section 4 discusses
the performance evaluation of our proposed model, and finally in Section 5, we
draw the conclusion and highlight the future work.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review the work reported in the literature. With the growing
popularity of IoT, it has become a major component of our daily life. The au-
thors discuss energy efficiency, network flexibility and scalability of IoT nodes
in [5]. However, most of the interaction at the back-end are achieved using the
cloud. Though cloud provides extensive computational resources and storage ca-
pacity it suffers from higher latency. This issue has been resolved using a new
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paradigm called as fog-Computing [3]. A lot of work has been done towards the
security of cloud-IoT networks as discussed in [6]. One of the major issues that
extensively focused is key distribution [7]. The authors in [8], proposed a mathe-
matical model for secure-key generation and distribution with the help of cloud
service providers. The gateway node efficiently connects two similar or dissim-
ilar network but its deployment is done during the design time [9]. However,
devices can be selected as a gateway on the basis of reachability-information,
constraints, and policies as shown in [10]. They can also be selected on the basis
of bandwidth, overload, and velocity as shown in [11]. The introduction of Ve-
hicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) requires dynamic selection of gateway nodes
to provide information and connection to high-velocity vehicles. The gateway
nodes are selected dynamically using clustered and non-clustered strategies [12].
The same can be extended to IoT-fog-cloud architecture in order to leverage
network load and service time thereby simultaneously improving responsiveness
and resource visibility [13]. In recent time the emerging blockchain has developed
a lot of techniques to overcome the IoT security challenges as shown in [15]. One
of the major issues is attribute compromise or authentication problem which is
addressed in [16]. The decentralization concept of blockchain eliminates third
parties as shown in [17], which also overcomes the deletion issues by replicating
from the nearest IoT devices because a copy of the database is available with
every node. In this paper, we focus on finding a gateway node from a set of
IoT nodes with the assumption that all devices are 100 % capable of becoming
a gateway node. The selection is based on a maximum number of connections
a node has with different user groups. Since key distribution is expensive and
one-time only, the efficiency of the network is greatly affected if any node is com-
promised. In fact, the effect is deleterious if the gateway node is compromised.
In order to identify the IoT node which has been compromised, we append a
blockchain based solution to the BIBD model which enables us to determine the
compromised node.

3 Proposed model

In this section, we first formally define an overall working mechanism in two
folds. Firstly, we discuss the key generation procedure and gateway selection in
IoT-cloud networks and secondly, we discuss security model using blockchain if
any node or gateway node is compromised.

3.1 BIBD Key Generation And Gateway selection

In our proposed model we consider a 3 tier architecture that includes cloud, fog
and IoT nodes as depicted in Figure 1. A group of interrelated IoT nodes con-
nected to nearer fog devices. To securely communicate in any user group a secure
key from a key pool will be distributed among the nodes. The responsibility of
this distribution can take place at fog layer with the concern of cloud service
provider (CSP). The key pool is a combination of different sub-keys. For eg: one
group may contain (1,2,3,...,9), and the other may have(A,B,C,...,Z). Now the
keys are combined from two groups with a combinatorial model known as BIBD.
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The model will generate keys like A12, B2A (combination of two groups) which
is of three bytes [18]. Since the key management and distribution requires more
cost in terms of time, we assume the distribution can take place in the time of de-
ployment of the IoT nodes by assuming the channel to be a secure one. After the
distribution of the keys, the IoT nodes will establish a link among themselves
with the common key they have. Let us assume the centralized cloud service
provider C contains a set of symbols defined as SCSP = {S1, S2, S3 , · · · , Ss}.
Let there are number of fog nodes where F = {f1, f2, f3, · · · , fp} and each fog
node consists of IoT devices denoted as I = {i1, i2, i3, · · · , ib} where b is a
predefined parameter.

In order to provide communication between cloud, fog and IoT nodes the
cloud service provider uses the BIBD model to generate unique keys. The BIBD
model consists of 5 parameters (v,k,λ,b,r) where v denotes total number of Sym-
bols selected, k is the length of Key, λ is length of repetition, r is repetition
of each symbol and b is the number of blocks which is same as number of IoT
nodes [14]. In the BIBD model the parameters b and r are dependent on other
three parameters and every combination of v, k, λ cannot give BIBD key. The
equation which interconnects the parameters are:

bk = vr (1)

(v − 1) = r(k− 1) (2)

The CSP will select the symbols for different fog groups from SCSP . For eg.
Sf1 ⊆ SCSP for fog group 1, Sf2 ⊆ SCSP for group 2 ... Sfp ⊆ SCSP for group
p in such a way that

Sf1 ∩ Sf2 . . . ∩ Sfp 6= Φ (3)

now the parameter for fog node to generate keys using BIBD model are (Sfp v, Sfp k,
Sfp λ, Sf b, Sfp r).for instance the parameters for fog node 1 will be (Sf1 v, Sf1 k,
Sf1 λ, Sf1 b, Sf1 r).

Since the symbol pool has been distributed to fog nodes and using BIBD
approach it will generate set of unique keys represented as fpkey = {fpkey1,
fpkey2, fpkey3, . . . , fpkeyb} in which a key is composition of k symbols. Links
between the nodes are established with the common sub-key they have and the
BIBD model is designed in such a way that each node is connected to every
other node as shown in Fig. 3.

In order to find the gateway node, we have to communicate between different
nodes under different fog node. The IoT nodes in one group communicate with
IoT nodes of other groups if they have any common sub-keys and these are the
potential candidates for the gateway node. In general

fwkeyx ∩ fykeyz 6= Φ (4)

for each node, we count such intersections. The node which gives the maximum
value is selected as a gateway node. This process is depicted in Fig. 3 and the
algorithm 1 is as described. As we select gateway nodes, which will monitor all
the transaction in the user group while communicating with another one. In this
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Fig. 3. Selection of gateway node.

paper, we limit the key generation and key distribution to one time and secure
means the CSP through fog node will provide only one key to one IoT node.
Then establish a link between the nodes with the common key they have and
find the IoT node that is connected to the maximum number of other IoT nodes,
which monitors all the internal and external traffic, data communication within
and between the different user groups.

3.2 Secure using blockchain

The keys distributed to IoT nodes under one user group are fpkey = {fpkey1,
fpkey2, fpkey3, . . . , fpkeyb}. The difference between fpkey1 and fpkey2 may be a
one or two symbol for e.g: one IoT node may have A12 and another one may have
1B2 in which one symbol is different so by applying any crypt-analysis technique
(brute force) one can spoof the key. Once the key is compromised, the efficiency
of the network is hampered. In order to authenticate and protect the IoT device
a cryptographic verifiable and publically viewable solution is proposed popularly
known as blockchain. Algorithm 3 describe the steps of the proposed security.

In the blockchain platform, the data of each device is hashed and a unique
hash value is generated. The attribute of IoT device includes unique key dis-
tributed by cloud service provider (CSP) (fpkeyb ), MAC Id (Mb) , IP address
(IPb), device number ( Db), time of installation ( Tb) and a nonce( Nb). So the
attribute set is

Ab = (Fpkeyb,Mb, IPb,Db, T b,Nb).

The unique hash for each device can be found as per the difficulty level which
is easy to verify and expensive to compute. The hash value is calculated by
applying SHA-256 as per the following equation.

H(Ab) = Sha 256(Fpkeyb,Mb, IPb,Db, T b,Nb).

The generated hash contains the number of zeros as per the difficulty level fol-
lowed by digest digits or characters which is of length 64 digit. For e.g: if the
difficulty level is set to 4 then the valid hash is shown as in Fig. 4. The hash
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Fig. 4. Hash Value.

value of all the IoT nodes is calculated and stored in the block. When a key is
compromised or one node spoof another node then we get a different hash value
or a matched hash value in the worst case with respect to the recorded hash
block. If any discrepancy found with respect to the hash values then we can get
back to the initial values and restore the node details which means there is no
chance of a compromise.

Algorithm 1: Gateway Selection
Input: SCSP = {S1, S2, S3 , · · · , Ss}
Output: Gateway Node

1 CSP(C) selects symbol from Scsp for Ugi and Ugj such that

Sugi ∩ Sugj 6= Φ

Generate keys
Ki, i = 1, 2, ...nb

using BIBD model for n numbers of Ug and b number of blocks in each Ug Distribute Ki to

bni, n = 0, 1, 2...

for (i = 0; i < n; i+ +) do
2 for (j = 0; j < n; j + +) do
3 Gateway Node Selection(Ugi, Ugj); //Algorithm 2
4 end

5 end

Algorithm 2: Gateway Node Selection
Input: (Ugi, Ugj)
Output: Gateway Node

1 for each Ki in Ugi do
2 count <—0
3 for each Kj in Ugj do
4 if(

ki ∩ kj 6= null

)
5 count=count+1;

6 end

7 end
8 Gateway node =max(count);

4 Performance And Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Setup
The proposed model was implemented using JMP tool [19] and python 3.0 in
a desktop system with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7700K CPU processor with 4.20
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Algorithm 3: Security Algorithm Using Blockchain
Input: (Ai,Gateway − node,Difficulty − level)
Output: Device Compromised Or Not Compromised

1 Make Gateway node as miners of blockchain network.
2 Find

H(Ab) = Sha 256(Fpkeyb,Mb, IPb,Db, Tb,Nb).

3 If H(Ab) starts with(’Difficulty-level’)
4 Broadcast through the network add to the block
5 End
6 Compromised-Ab=Randomly compromise attribute of any device.
7 Find

H(CAb) = Sha 256(Compromised− Ab)

8 If H(Ab) not equal to H(CAb) then
9 Device is compromised

10 else
11 Not compromised
12 end If

GHz and 32 GB memory. BIBD key generation is done using JMP tool and
imported into python for key distribution and gateway selection. For simulation
purpose we have created 40 variables, each represents one IoT node and settled
10 IoT nodes in one user group as per the BIBD model parameter (v=6, k=3,
λ=2) which gives b=10 (each block treated as one IoT node) and r=5 as shown
in Table 2. The deployment of IoT nodes are shown in Fig. 5. The four different
user groups have been colored using blue, green, black and brown. The generated
keys are distributed to all the nodes and communication links are established
with the nodes which have one or more common keys. A gateway node is se-
lected from the IoT node which has the maximum connections with all other
nodes. The gateway device for the four user groups is 8, 18, 27 and 31. After
the selection of gateway node the efficiency of the network is found in terms
of resiliency by compromising 5 %, 10 %, 15 % nodes randomly, which follows
Poisson distribution as shown in the Table 3. Resiliency is measured to observe
how the IoT-cloud-fog environment will cope up with the changes when any of
the devices is compromised. It is observed that when a node is compromised the
resiliency of the network is effected which is high when the gateway device is
compromised so the security of the gateway device is more important. the re-
siliency of the network (in our simulation 4 user group is considered) is evaluated
using the following equation:

Resiliency =
Number of links compromised

Total number of communication links
(5)

Since the deployment of our model is static because key pre-distribution
is unique and expensive and we are not dealing with any cryptographic key
techniques like public key and private key concept so one can find the BIBD
key using brute force method if 2-3 parameters of the model is known, attackers
can easily hack the MAC address and IP address. To overcome these issues a
blockchain based solution is adopted. In the following Subsections we evaluated
the following: In Subsection 4.2 evaluated the issues that the proposed model
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Table 2. BIBD Key generation and distribution
Node Number BIBD Key Node Number BIBD Key

1 132 11 165

2 2B3 12 5C6

3 A1B 13 D1C

4 12C 14 15B

5 BA2 15 CD5

6 2CA 16 5BD

7 CA3 17 BD6

8 BC1 18 6CB

9 3BC 19 CB1

10 A31 20 D61

User Group 1
Sug1 ={1, 3, 2, A, B, C}

User Group 2
Sug2 ={1, 5, 6, B, C, D}

links from Ug1 to Ug2 [ 5, 5, 8, 8, 5, 5, 5, 10, 8, 5 ]

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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11
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Fig. 5. Deployment of IoT nodes in the Cartesian coordinate system.

might have to face and a detailed analysis of what can be done to overcome it
after any node is compromised using blockchain. In Subsection 4.3 analysis of
the security aspects of the blockchain and the consequences if the uniqueness of
the keys is compromised with.

4.2 Solution using Blockchain

In each user group, the selected gateway nodes are the miners of the blockchain
peer-to-peer network. The miners will mine, validate all the device information
and update in a distributed ledger which will be updated at the miners of the
different user group. The information of first user group is kept in genesis block
and the information of second user group kept in the second block with a link to
the genesis block similarly all the group information is linked into the blockchain
network. The genesis block and all other blocks will become part of blockchain

Table 3. Simulation Results
5 % fail 10 % fail 15 % fail

Node
Number

Resiliency Node
Number

Resiliency Node
Number

Resiliency

7,22 3.6553 22, 9, 26, 29 7.0496 25, 35, 21, 39,36,22 11.7493

0,10 3.0026 0, 19, 29, 32 7.9634 22, 39, 7, 14, 8, 1 12.7937

15,9 4.6997 1, 38, 15, 36 8.8772 26, 13, 7, 22, 35, 39 13.4464

13,5 5.7441 37, 5, 9, 10 10.5744 5, 8, 39, 6, 37, 16 14.6214

35,8 6.1357 9, 8, 3, 33 11.6187 13, 6, 10, 27, 8,25 17.2323

18,31 6.5274 10, 31, 27, 18 12.0104 18, 13, 10, 26, 31,7 18.0156
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when these are successfully mined and validated by the miners. The most ex-
pensive part of blockchain technique is proof-of-work which depends upon the
difficulty level which is set to 4(for easy simulation) in our implementation that
means if any hash value starts with 4 zeros that is valid, which is expensive to
calculate and easy to verify. To ensure more protection to the IoT gateway nodes
difficulty level set to 5 ( for IoT gateway of user group 1) , 6 ( for IoT gateway
of user group 2), 7 and 8 to the rest user groups The proof-of-work hash values
for four IoT nodes are shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that for
each IoT node the calculated hash value starts with four zeros which denote the
difficulty level of hash value. From the implementation point of view, we keep the
number of zeros at the beginning of the hash to four which indicates moderate
difficulty. In the proposed model, the hash values of all the nodes are calculated
using BIBD generated unique- key, MAC address, IP address and device-id as-
sociated with a node. If valid, this copy is then broadcasted to all the miners. If
all miners are agreed and validated the block, then the copy is updated in the
distributed ledger at the gateway nodes of all the user groups or all the miners
of blockchain network.

Fig. 6. Proof of Work.

Fig. 7. Compromised Proof of Work.

4.3 Security Analysis

The security of blockchain mainly lies on difficulty level and computational
power. Higher difficulty level consequently increases the complexity of calcu-
lation in terms of time and resources utilization. If any parameter of the device
is changed the hash value will be changed because of its uniqueness. We have
compromised randomly a device attributes and observed that the hash values
are different even if the attacker is following the same proof-of-work. The com-
promised proof-of-work for the first device is shown in Fig 7. It can be observed
from Fig 7 that the hash value has four leading zeros but the remaining hash
characters are changed. After a broadcast, the hash values will produce a mis-
match at the miners and hence, it can be concluded that one IoT node has been
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compromised. The compromised node is colored red as shown in Fig. 8. Similarly,
any change or new hash values are found with respect to the proof-of-work of IoT
gateway devices we can directly tell that which gateway device is compromised
within very less time.
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Fig. 8. Deployment IoT nodes after compromise in the Cartesian coordinate system.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have emphasized the need of the blockchain to solve key com-
promise problem. Using the BIBD model the keys are generated and efficiency
of the network is evaluated. It is observed that when a node mainly a gateway
node fails or compromised the productivity of the system which is determined
in terms of resiliency is very high and no more correspondence is workable for
the compromised device since the deployment is static. To overcome this prob-
lem we deployed a blockchain based solution to protect the compromised node
which is not achievable using the BIBD model. This technique helps in making
the system more secure and trustworthy due to decentralization, cryptographic
verification and mining technique of blockchain.

In future, we will work on compressing miners database and will use a
blockchain based authentication schema during the deployment time of the IoT
networks.
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